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SECRET 042394Z

DIRECT MEXI 6789

PERU

1. GERMAN CITIZEN EDGAR CARL HEINZ BOKNER, BORN 5 JULY 1918, LEAVING MEXICO BY AIR WITH FAMILY FOR NEW YORK 4 NOVEMBER. WILL VISIT SEVERAL DAYS WITH DAUGHTER HAYDEE BOKNER, 319 WEST FORTY EIGHT STREET, NEW YORK, 36, PHONE CI 69102, EXTENSION 1118. SUBJECT WORKED IN CUBA FOR GERMAN FIRM SIEMENS AND SHOULD BE KNOWLEDGEABLE IN CUBAN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY. RUDELY TREATED BY CCC ON DEPARTURE, COOPERATIVE, AGREED TO INTERVIEW IN NEW YORK.

2. SUGGEST HG5 ARRANGE DEBRIEFING. CAN REFER TO PHONE CALL TO FRAU BOKNER FROM HGFINCH OFFICER "MISTER KELLY" 4 NOV AS BOHA IDES. SUBJECT SPEAKS GERMAN AND SPANISH. INDEX.
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